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Unleash Your Inner Adventurer  
Built to navigate any terrain with ease, its eye-popping and rugged design allows for a 
thrilling ride on the streets, or off the beaten path! 
 

 Thrills On and 0ff Road 

An exhilarating and bold eScooter with an off-road-inspired design, the 
Predator Extreme PES017 is great as a commuter scooter—yet extreme 
enough for thrilling all-terrain adventures. 

Conquer All Terrains 

Ride with confidence and conquer jumps and drops, whether standing or sitting. 
Experience elite stability with front fork telescopic suspension, rear shock absorber, and 
a low center of gravity.  

Unleash the Power 
The 350W (peak 960W) motor, reaches speeds up to 20 or 25km/h (depending on 
country regulation) while an impressive 40Nm torque conquers inclines up to 18%. 
And with the 48V/10.5 Ah Li-Ion battery, enjoy long-lasting rides with a range of up 
to 35km. 

Adventure Awaits 
With nimble and responsive front and rear disc brakes, achieve precise 
maneuverability—and don't let the rain hold you back, as the IPX5 waterproof rating 
ensures fearless excursions through wet and wild adventures. 

Embracing Infinite Opportunities 

Swapable batteries empowers you to embark on a journey of endless possibilities. 
Equipped with turn signals, allowing you to navigate safely and freely. 
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Specifications 

 
       Predator Extreme PES017 

 

Model PES017 Maximum load Up to 100 kg 

Dimensions, 
unfolded 

109.9L X 59.8W X 102.1H cm Clearance 135 mm 

Footstep height 160mm Tube inside 415mm & 550mm 

handlebar height 987mm Main material Aluminum alloy deck, steel  front tube 

Weight incl. 
battery 

24.5 kg Brakes Front and rear disc brake 

Motor 48V/350W hub motor Display LCD display 

Motor peak power 
output 

(fully charged 
battery) 

   960W Suspension Front and rear suspensions 

Motor torque 40Nm Wheels Pneumatic tire 

Battery 10.5 Ah(Swapable) Tire material Rubber 

Battery type Lithium-ionic Wheel 
diameter 

10'' 

Charging 54.6V/2.0 A Waterproof IPX5 

Full charging time 4 hours 
 

Reflectors 
Yes 

Maximum distance 35 Km Headlight Yes (LED) 

 

Maximum speed 
20 Km/h App 

No 

Speed modes 3 Bluetooth No 

Speed modes level 0-6km/h；0-15km/h；0-20 km Backlight Yes 

Folding 
mechanism 

No Turning Light Yes 
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